The effects of surface roughness on various measures of fine-scale intermittency within the inertial subrange were analyzed using two data sets that span the roughness "extremes" encountered in atmospheric flows, an ice sheet and a tall rough forest, and supplemented by a large number of existing literature data. Three inter-related problems pertaining to surface roughness effects on ͑i͒ anomalous scaling in higher-order structure functions, ͑ii͒ generalized dimensions and singularity spectra of the componentwise turbulent kinetic energy, and ͑iii͒ scalewise measures such local flatness factors and stretching exponents were addressed. It was demonstrated that surface roughness effects do not impact the fine-scale intermittency in u ͑the longitudinal velocity component͒, consistent with previous laboratory experiments. However, fine-scale intermittency in w ͑the vertical velocity component͒ increased with decreasing roughness. The consequence of this external intermittency ͑i.e., surface roughness induced͒ is that the singularity spectra of the scaling exponents are much broader for w when compared u in the context of the multifractal formalism for the local kinetic energy ͑instead of the usual conservative cascade studied for the dissipation rate͒. The scalewise evolution of the flatness factors and stretching exponents collapse when normalized using a global Reynolds number R t = L I / , where is the velocity standard deviation, L I is the integral length scale, and is the fluid viscosity.
I. INTRODUCTION
The structure of turbulence in the inertial subrange has received considerable research attention in the past six decades, based on the fact that universal or quasiuniversal theories for turbulence, if they exist, may reveal themselves for this range of scales. 1, 2 The inertial subrange encompasses eddies much larger than the viscous dissipation scales ͑͒ yet much smaller than the integral length scale ͑L I ͒ of the flow. The basic premise for the emergence of universal scaling here is that large-scale anisotropic characteristics ͑i.e., introduced by boundary effects or turbulent production mechanism͒ are lost during the energy cascade process, assumed to be dissipationless and involving only neighboring scales, thereby achieving local isotropy and universality. [1] [2] [3] [4] However, several experiments and simulations over the past two decades suggested persistent anisotropy at these socalled inertial scales, even for very high Reynolds numbers and after many cascading steps. 2, 5, 6 The departure from the so-called Kolmogorov 7 view ͑K41͒ of universal scaling and subsequent refinements such as K62 ͑Ref. 8͒ is now supported by several observations, simulations, and theoretical arguments regarding the anomalous scaling in measured higher-order velocity structure functions. One of the important manifestations of anomalous scaling is that the exponent of each higher-order structure function cannot be determined individually in a trivial manner or guessed from dimensional arguments. 2, 6 The anomalous scaling is commonly attributed to some short-circuiting of the energy cascade process due to the existence of organized large-scale features ͑e.g., vortex structures with large enstrophy͒, which themselves are influenced by boundary conditions and directly influence smallscale turbulence statistics. 2, 6, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] To remove any anisotropic effects originating from the boundary conditions, early work with direct numerical simulations ͑DNSs͒ focused on homogeneous and isotropic turbulence. Even in these simplified configurations, however, these DNS runs revealed that coherent vortical structures ͑tubelike͒ are embedded in a highly disordered, nearGaussian background turbulent flow.
14 Non-Gaussian statistics, intermittency, and the resulting anomalous scaling in higher-order structure functions appear to be "fingerprints" of the persistence and maintenance of such vortical structures at fine scales. Because these simulations have been conducted at moderate Reynolds numbers, some debate remains as to whether such vortical organization can be sustained at very high Reynolds number. 4 For very high Reynolds number, few theoretical arguments have been proposed to explain the apparent departure between experiments and K41 theory. For example, Qian infinite Reynolds number ͑R = u / ; where is the Taylor microscale, u is the longitudinal velocity standard deviation, and is the kinematic viscosity͒, ͑2͒ the effects of finite R on the structure function statistics decay slowly with increasing R ͑e.g., Qian's work demonstrated that the decay is on the order of R −2/3 for third-order structure functions, while wind tunnel experiments 17 suggested a decay on the order of R −0.6 ͒, and ͑3͒ the energy injection mechanism may be important. Recently, Gagne et al. 18 confirmed all three findings experimentally for different flow types ͑i.e., different injection mechanisms͒ and different R .
Among these differences in injection mechanisms, surface roughness is one of the prominent causes for departures from the K41 scaling. There is ample support for such a hypothesis, but several issues remain unresolved. A number of laboratory experiments already demonstrated that smoothwall boundary layers appear more intermittent and anisotropic than their rough-wall counterpart even for the same R . 19, 20 These and other studies 21 ascribe this increase in intermittency and anisotropy to the persistence of coherent quasilongitudinal vortices originating from the near wall region of smooth walls that become less coherent ͑or more distorted͒ with increased surface roughness. However, some cautionary comments are warranted before any generalizations can be endorsed from these studies. In fact, near the boundary, viscous effects become significant and scale separation between L I and become limited for meaningful scaling analysis of the velocity increment ␦v͑r͒ = v͑x + r͒ − v͑x͒ with respect to scale r, where v is an arbitrary velocity component. Recent studies have already suggested that the isotropy-recovering mechanisms close to a wall may not develop and yet the competition between the energy production and transfer mechanisms may still lead to scaling regimes with exponents that differ from their standard inertial values. 22 Given the links between intermittency, anomalous scaling, and ␦v͑r͒, the main thrust of the present work is to explore the roughness effects on the statistics of ␦v͑r͒ in two atmospheric flow configurations with very different surface roughness conditions at very high but similar Re ϳ 7000, along with an extensive comparison with previously publish results. The robust method of orthonormal wavelet decomposition approach will be used.
Assuming the scaling relationship from the velocity increments
͑where ͗•͘ is averaging, v = u , w͒, the effects of roughness variations on p ͑v͒ and corollary local scaling properties are also explored using the cumulant expansion of ␦v͑r͒ and its link to p ͑v͒. [23] [24] [25] [26] Extensions of this framework to include other intermittency measures, such as flatness factor and stretching exponents, are also considered within the context of cumulant analysis.
In particular, three unresolved issues pertaining to roughness effects will be addressed here:
• Surface roughness effects on p ͑v͒ anisotropy and its parameters: When surface roughness is altered from rough to smooth, the p ͑w͒ Ͻ p ͑u͒, where u and w are the longitudinal and vertical velocity turbulent components. A limited number of studies also found that p ͑u͒ is not impacted by surface roughness although no generalities were endorsed. 19 Thus, when p ͑v͒ ͑v = u , w͒ is described by the log-normal model ͑K62͒, given as
the intermittency parameter appears to be higher for w when compared to u. 19 Also, some studies reported that varies monotonically with "external intermittency" 11 and Reynolds number for a number of shear flows. 6, 27 However, the dependence on Reynolds number remains illusive when all experiments are combined. 28 • Roughness effects on the cascades of kinetic energy and its dissipation rate: When the intermittency buildup in local energy is analyzed using the multifractal ͑MF͒ formalism and multiplicative cascades, 1, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] the resulting generalized dimensions and singularity spectra appear less intermittent than their turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate ͑⑀͒ counterpart. To this regard, a major knowledge gap remains as to what is the effect of roughness on the anisotropy of the local singularity spectra for the u and w energies ͑rather than ⑀͒. It should be emphasized here that the distinction between the MF formalism for the kinetic energy dissipation rate and the local energy is fundamental. 34 For example, the usual MF formalism in turbulence deals with conservative cascades so that the scalewise integral of the field is independent of r ͑as is the case for ⑀, which represents the net flux across scales͒, while for the total energy it is scale dependent.
• Roughness effects on common scalewise intermittency measures: When quantifying small-scale intermittency, commonly defined by occurrences of extreme events that are far more probable than can be expected from a Gaussian distribution via the so-called flatness factor
experiments suggest that F͑r͒Ϸ3 when r → L I but becomes much larger as r → . 24, 34, [38] [39] [40] As r → , only the strongest ␦v fluctuations survive while the others are extinguished by viscosity. Hence, viscosity tends to amplify the contrast between quiescent and energetic events thereby suggesting that a completely different scaling from K41 or K62 is required to describe p ͑v͒. Likewise, when computing empirically the socalled stretching exponent m in the expression
m appears to vary with r such that its value is near 2 ͑i.e., Gaussian͒ for r → L I and saturates near 0.5 when r → , where p͑␦v͒ is the probability density function ͑pdf͒ of ␦v͑r͒.
these two parameters as a function of surface roughness have not been methodically explored.
II. DATA
While the site description and data processing were presented elsewhere, 29, [44] [45] [46] the salient features are briefly reviewed here. For the ice sheet experiment, turbulence measurements were performed at 20.8 Hz using symmetric threeaxis ultrasonic anemometry ͑Gill Inst. Ltd.͒ at 10 m above the Nansen Ice Sheet in a coastal area close to the Terra Nova Bay Italian station in Antarctica. The site experiences frequent katabatic winds flowing from the Antarctic Plateau toward the Ross sea along the Reeves glacier. The sonic anemometer path length d sl is 0.149 m. 29, 44, 45 The number of samples per run analyzed here are 2 17 . For the pine forest experiment, turbulence measurements were performed at 10 Hz using a CSAT3 triaxial sonic anemometer ͑Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan, UT͒ positioned at 20.2 m above the forest floor, which is about 10 m from the zero-plane displacement height d ͑assumed to be about 0.65h c , where h c = 16 m is the mean canopy height at the time of experiments͒. 46, 47 The d sl is 0.10 m. The number of samples per run was also 2 17 . The u and w time series are shown in Fig. 1 and all the relevant statistics pertaining to these two experiments are presented in Table I . These two runs were selected because ͑1͒ of the similarity in Taylor microscale Reynolds number, ͑2͒ the atmospheric stability conditions were near neutral ͑i.e., the role of buoyancy on production or destruction of turbulent kinetic energy can be neglected͒, and ͑3͒ their squared turbulent intensities ͑i n 2 = uЈ 2 / ū 2 , where ū is the mean longitudinal velocity͒ was small thereby permitting the use of Taylor's hypothesis to convert time into spatial scale. 48, 49 In Table I , the friction velocity u ‫ء‬ was computed from 
where k v = 0.4 is the von Karman constant. The computed z o for the pine forest and ice sheet were 1.9 and 0.00055 m, respectively. The corresponding roughness Reynolds number Re + = u ‫ء‬ z o / were on the order of 60 000 and 10 suggesting that the surface is fully rough for the pine forest and slightly dynamically rough for the ice sheet. Because z − d was comparable among the two experiments, the height-dependent drag coefficient, C d = ͑u ‫ء‬ / ū͒ 2 , was also compared in Table I for both surfaces. The C d for the pine forest was about 35 times larger than that of the ice sheet. Hence, it is clear that the contrast in roughness and drag properties between these two surfaces is significant for similar Taylor microscale Reynolds numbers.
To compare the degree of anisotropy at large scales here with other boundary layer experiments, three parameters 50 were also computed ͑Table I͒. The first is the shear-rate parameter ͑S ‫ء‬ ͒, given as the product of the eddy-turnover time ͑q e 2 / ͒ by the mean deformation time rate ͑ϳ‫ץ‬ū / ‫ץ‬z͒, where q e 2 = u i Јu i Ј ͑i implies repeated sum͒ and is the mean turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate. From only one level measurements, this means deformation rate may be estimated from
Moreover, assuming a balance between energy production and dissipation
where s is the root-mean squared magnitude of an arbitrary flow variable s. These estimates were selected because the resulting S ‫ء‬ becomes independent of any length scale ͓e.g., k v ͑z − d͔͒. This approach to computing S ‫ء‬ was chosen given the uncertainty in d for the forest stand. Other estimates of are also possible, say from the third order structure function, but are not discussed since they lead to S ‫ء‬ that requires accurate estimates of d, a difficult task in tall forested canopies. The second parameter, K ‫ء‬ , is a dimensionless streamwise energy partition given by
The third parameter, L ‫ء‬ = ͑I u ū / I w ū͒, is an eddy-elongation parameter along the longitudinal axis, where I u and I w are the integral time scales of u and w, respectively. Strictly speaking, L ‫ء‬ should be estimated from the integral length scales along the u-direction, but with one-point measurements, time and the u directions may be interchangeable via Taylor's hypothesis when i n 2 Ӷ 1. These structural parameters can also be compared to DNS results for channel flows. 50 Wall-layer streaks are known to exist in regions where K ‫ء‬ Ͼ 5 and L ‫ء‬ Ͼ 8. 50 Based on the analysis here, it is clear that z − d in these two atmospheric experiments are well above the height dominated by such high speed streaks. Moreover, it should be emphasized that the pine forest experiment was conducted in the so-called canopy sublayer ͑CSL͒, which differs from boundary layers in a number of ways. The canopy foliage is a porous medium that does not impose the same "no-slip" constraint as a boundary layer. Moreover, the mean flow inside the canopy is slow but finite, yet above the canopy, the mean flow is rapid. The interface between the slow and fastmoving air creates free shear instabilities often resulting in Kelvin-Helmholtz-like instabilities, in addition to the usual attached eddies. Hence, the energy injection mechanism in the CSL may differ from a standard rough-wall boundary layer. [51] [52] [53] [54] Finally, it should be noted that recent studies 22, 55, 56 that employ the so-called SO͑3͒ symmetry group rotations concluded that the shear deformation scale ͑‫ץ‬ū / ‫ץ‬z͒ discriminates among two regions responsible for anisotropic contributions to small scales ͑of the mixed velocity structure function͒. The first is based on eddy time scales being much smaller than the shear deformation scale. For this range, the action of isotropy-recovering mechanisms primarily dominate and universal scaling laws that are not appreciably impacted by the mean shear are recovered. The second regime is based on eddy time scales comparable to or larger than the shear deformation scale. In this case, energy production and energy transfer mechanisms compete and the scaling laws are appreciably impacted. If the shear deformation time scale is characterized by ͓u ‫ء‬ / k v ͑z − d͔͒ and the energy injection mechanism ͑in the vertical͒ is characterized by the integral time scale defining the cross-correlation function between u and w, I uw , then ͓u ‫ء‬ / k v ͑z − d͔͒I uw indicates the time-scale separation between these two anisotropic contributions. For the pine forest and ice sheet, this product is of order unity ͑1.2 and 1.9, respectively͒. Hence, any anisotropy that persists in the inertial subrange is attributed to combined effects of the energy injection mechanism and the shear scales not being entirely smeared out by the cascade ͑terminated here at spatial scales comparable to d sl ͒. In the estimation of I uw , the cross-correlation function was first computed and normalized to the zero-lag value ͑or correlation coefficient here͒, the integral scales for positive and negative lags were computed separately, and their average was used for I uw .
III. METHODS OF ANALYSIS
In this section, the basic theoretical and data analysis methodologies used to address the three basic themes earlier described in the introduction are presented. For the theoretical methodologies, a simplified version of the cumulant expansion approach described elsewhere 23, 24, 26 was extended to link coherently various intermittency measures ͑such as in-termittency corrections to K41, higher-order cumulants, local flatness factors, and stretching exponents͒. For the data analysis component, analyzing measures based on orthonormal wavelet transforms ͑OWTs͒ are presented and shown to be particularly robust despite the limited sample size of the experiments here. For reference, the analysis carried out on all four turbulence time series is contrasted to a phaserandomized series having identical sample size and spectrum as the u series collected above the pine forest. Repeating all the analysis on the phase-randomized data permits us to discern some of the limited sample size effects on local scaling properties as discussed elsewhere.
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A. Theory
The buildup of intermittency across inertial scales can be described by how the pdf of ␦v͑r͒ evolves with scales r. 
͑6͒
where ␦v͑L o ͒ is a zero-mean Gaussian distributed variable with variance 2 , and satisfying
The function ␤͑•͒ is assumed to be a positive independent random multiplier connecting the statistics of ␦v͑r͒ to the statistics of ␦v͑L o ͒. Hence, with such scaling,
where ͗•͘ is averaging. As r → L o , the ␦v͑r͒ statistics approach Gaussian, and for any scale r Յ L o , this implies
͑9͒
It is clear from the above analysis that any intermittency buildup depends on the distributional properties of ␤͑•͒. To explore these distributional properties, consider the cumulant expansion,
͑10͒
C n ͑s͒ are the cumulants of s = log͑␤͒ given by ͑only first two are listed for illustration͒:
Hence, for the velocity increments:
The basic premise adopted here is that by exploring only few cumulants pertaining to the distributional properties of log͓␤͑r / L o ͔͒ removes the need to compute ͑or assume͒ precise distributional properties of ␤͑r / L o ͒. The connection between these cumulants and the classical results pertaining to p when ͓͗␦v͑r͔͒ p ͘ϳ͑r / L o ͒ p implies that the cumulants scale linearly with their state variable 24 so that
This simplification leads to
A practical outcome of this analysis is that the scalewise evolution of popular intermittency measures such as the flatness factor and stretching exponents can be readily predicted from the cumulants. To illustrate this, consider the definition of the scalewise flatness factor, which can now be expressed as
͑14͒
The expansion yields
whose leading term is
Hence, in the inertial subrange, the flatness factor is given by 24 F͑r͒ 3
.
͑17͒
This intermittency measure is connected to another commonly employed intermittency measure, the stretching exponent m. It is possible to show that the flatness factor of the exponential power-law family of distributions given in Eq. ͑4͒ is
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͑18͒
which can be inverted numerically to obtain m as a function of scale. Hence, a scale-dependent m is clearly connected to a finite a 2 . Moreover, for r → L o , m → 2. Finally, it should be noted that for m = 0.5, the F͑r͒Ӎ25, consistent with the flatness factor reported in a number of studies for the dissipation range. 34, 38 How various intermittency models along with their signatures in F͑r͒ and m assume different simplifications to the sequence of cumulants, from only one cumulant ͑K41 model͒, to two cumulants ͑lognormal model͒ to infinite sequence of cumulants ͑She-Leveque͒ are discussed next. This is in agreement with the theorem by Marcienkiewicz, 60 which shows that the cumulant generating function cannot be a polynomial of degree greater than 2, that is either all but the first two cumulants vanish or there are an infinite number of nonvanishing cumulants. 61 The lognormal model is an example of the former while the She-Leveque model is an example of the latter. However, first, the original K41 model is considered.
The K41 model
In the K41 model,
Consider the cumulant expansion with only C 1 being finite. Moreover, assume that this first cumulant scales linearly with the state variable so that
Hence,
When a =1/ 3, K41 is readily recovered. Interestingly, because the only finite cumulant is C 1 , the distributional prop- 
The lognormal model
As earlier noted, the first refinement to K41, the lognormal model or K62, can now be readily recovered from a two-term cumulant approximation given by
If these two cumulants scale linearly with their state variable ͑which implies that the variance increases logarithmically with decreasing scale͒,
For the recovery of the log-normal model, the coefficients a 1 and a 2 must be selected as
Notice that the log-normal model suggests that these two cumulant scaling parameters are dependent if is constant irrespective of the value of . There is a practical advantage to presenting the log-normal model with such a dependency. The relationship between these two scaling coefficients can now be written as
and is independent of the precise value of the intermittency exponent . Hence, when analyzing the effects of inhomogeneity, anisotropy, or external intermittency originating from surface roughness on p within the K62 framework, it is more convenient to diagnose departures from linearity among these two cumulants, and whether the slope ͑Ϫ1/3͒ or the intercept ͑+1 / 9͒ above are affected. That is, if the external effects or inhomogeneity can be "accounted for" by an enhanced , they should not alter the unique linear relationship between these two cumulants.
The She-Leveque model
The She-Leveque is among the few intermittency models that require no a priori intermittency parameter specification, and is often connected with the presence of vortex tubes ͑although it does not confirm it͒. Hence, it is a logical model to explore via the cumulant expansions here. In the She-Leveque model,
͑26͒
In this multiplicative cascade framework, note that the expansion of
permits presenting the She-Leveque model as
Again, if all the cumulants scale linearly with the state variables so that
then, the She-Leveque model is recovered if the scaling variables are
In short, the basic difference between the She-Leveque and log-normal models in the context of multiplicative cascades is that the She-Leveque model requires all cumulants to be finite and different from zero, while the lognormal model only requires the first two cumulants to be finite and different from zero. K41 ͑or the monofractal model͒ only requires the first cumulant to be finite and different from zero.
B. Data analysis
This section discusses how to proceed with the estimation of ␦v͑r͒, p , F͑r͒, C n , and the stretching exponent m using ͑OWTs͒. There are a number of reasons why OWT may provide robust estimates of these quantities for time series with limited size ͑as is the case here with only 2 17 data points͒. As discussed in Ref. 64 , the OWT has a desirable whitening property, which means that at a given scale, wavelet coefficients are uncorrelated or weakly correlated ͑at best͒. This whitening property is empirically illustrated in Fig. 2 , which shows that the wavelet coefficients of the u series above the ice sheet decorrelate within one to two lags. The two correlation functions are computed for wavelet coefficients associated with the largest and finest scales within the inertial subrange ͑and whose identification based on the Ϫ5/3 spectral scaling is discussed later͒. Note that the original u time series maintains significant correlations up to 2000 lags ͑ϳ100 s͒. The u series above the ice sheet was selected for illustration here because of its large integral scale. This whitening property was verified on the pine forest series as well. Such whitening means that averaging across positions in the wavelet domain does not suffer from sample size limitations associated with long-range memory processes ͑as in the time domain͒. Moreover, as pointed out by Vassilicos and others, 38 wavelet coefficients have the property of enhancing the flow singularities when dealing with Hölder functions, which is advantageous here when determining local scaling parameters. 66 Finally, the OWT coefficients can be interpreted as approximations to ␦v͑r͒ in any scaling analysis or statistical moment calculations, 34, 38, 58, 59, 67, 68 and can provide unambiguous space-scale interpretations for the terms in the turbulent kinetic energy ͑TKE͒ budget. 69 Defining the wavelet coefficient at position x o and scale a as wc͑x o , a͒ of some arbitrary function g͑x͒, then wc͑x o , a͒ can be interpreted as ͑though not identical to͒
With these two interpretations, the higher-order structure functions ͑SFs͒ and their usual scaling exponents can be related to wc͑x o , a͒ by 26, 68 SF͑p,a͒ = 1 n͑a͒
where n͑a͒ are the number of orthonormal wavelet coefficients at scale a ͑determined from the dyadic multiresolution arrangement of OWT͒. Once SF͑p , a͒ is determined, p can be computed from the scaling argument SF͑p , a͒ϳa p in a manner analogous to the usual structure function determination of p and can readily accommodate the extended selfsimilarity ͑ESS͒ approach ͑i.e., referencing the higher-order SF to the third-order SF rather than scale 70 ͒. Hence, the cumulant moments C n earlier described can be readily related to and computed from wc͑x o , a͒. 
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In the MF framework, the singularity spectrum D͑h͒ can also be computed from p using 26 
D͑h͒
Moreover, when the local energy ͓e v ͑x o , a͒ = wc͑x o , a͒ 2 ͔ of some velocity component ͑v͒ behaves as a MF process with a generalized dimension DЈ͑p͒, then for a one-dimensional series, 34 ͗e
͑35͒
Here DЈ͑p͒ are the generalized dimensions of the local energies ͑rather than ⑀͒. As mentioned earlier in the introduction, the presence of a scalewise multiplier ͗e v ͑x o , a͒͘ p is needed here because of the nonconservative nature of the local energy cascade ͑vis-a-vis a scale-independent ͗⑀͘ in the usual MF turbulence studies͒. Once the DЈ͑p͒ are computed for various p values, then the singularity spectra f s Ј͑␣Ј͒ for the local scaling exponents ␣Ј can be determined using
where primed quantities now refer to local energies rather than dissipation rates. 34 The singularity spectra f s Ј͑␣Ј͒ are then determined using numerical differentiation of the computed DЈ͑p͒.
Another local energy based measure of intermittency at scale a, hereafter referred to as local intermittency factor ͓LIF͑a͔͒, is given by
where e v refers to the standard deviation of e v = wc͑x o , a͒ 2 at scale a. 34, 38, 40 Hence, LIF is a measure of the local energy dispersion ͑rather than dissipation͒ around its scaledependent mean. Increases in LIF with decreasing scale implies that the local energy is becoming more dispersed. The effects of surface roughness and resulting anisotropy on the simultaneous shape of SF and energy intermittency was rarely explored in previous studies.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results and discussion are structured along the three main themes earlier raised in Sec. I. However, before proceeding with these three themes, a number of important features about the data sets are first highlighted. Fourier and wavelet spectra, computed with a Symmlet wavelet having a compact support of 4, are shown for all four time series 
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along with the Ϫ5/3 power law in Fig. 3 . Symmlet wavelets are often used to encode audio clips known to possess rich spectrum of scales because of their near-symmetrical shapes and compact support. The spatial scales ͑or wavenumbers͒ are computed from Taylor's frozen turbulence hypothesis 49, 71 and normalized by ͑to compare with the wealth of laboratory experiments͒. Notice that the inertial scales here span about 1.5 ͑for w͒ to 2 ͑for u͒ decades, and remain far from any viscous dissipation ͑or near dissipation͒ effects as is the case in virtually all laboratory and DNS studies.
A. Surface roughness effects on p "v… anisotropy and its parameters
To assess the effects of roughness and anisotropy on the inertial subrange velocity statistics, p ͑u͒ and p ͑w͒ series above the two surfaces are first computed via the waveletbased structure function combined with ESS as shown in Fig. 4 . The computed p ͑u͒ and p ͑w͒ along with the 95% confidence limits derived from standard t-distribution statistic are shown in Fig. 5 . Figure 5 also shows the p computed from K41, K62, the monofractal 1 and the She-Leveque models. Figure 5 demonstrates that p ͑u͒ above the pine forest and the ice sheet are similar and appear significantly less intermittent ͑to within the 95% confidence limits͒ when compared to K62 ͑with intermittency exponent = 0.2͒ and the She-Leveque models. On the other hand, the p ͑w͒ are clearly impacted by surface roughness. With decreasing roughness, p ͑w͒ decreases relative to both-the K62 and the She-Leveque models. All four data sets here suggest that the monofractal model is inadequate given the statistically significant curvatures in p . We also tested that the phaserandomized series, when subjected to the same calculations, follows K41 scaling ͑as expected͒ despite the limited sample size of the experiment ͑not shown͒.
The ESS-wavelet-based p determined here are compared in Fig. 6 to a number of "benchmark" experiments previously used to assess local isotropy. Interestingly, the estimated p ͑w͒ above the ice sheet appears consistent with the highest R experiment in Sreenvisan and Dhruva. 27 Also, the pine forest and ice sheet p ͑u͒ appear less intermittent than the remaining experiments. One possible explanation for why p ͑u͒ Ͼ p ͑w͒ may be due to the energy injection mechanism. In the atmosphere, the main eddy motion contributing to u 2 are inactive eddies originating from the outer layer while the main eddy motion contributing to w 2 are attached eddies to the wall. 52, [75] [76] [77] [78] The differences in energy injection mechanisms are best captured by the anisotropy in the canonical length scales associated with these two eddy motion types, with L I ͑u͒ / L I ͑w͒ Ͼ 10 ͑as shown in Table I͒ . With such large anisotropy in energy injection, the bulk turbulent Reynolds number for the u component is at least an order of magnitude larger than the w component. Hence, these results are qualitatively consistent with Qian's and Gagne et al. arguments. 15, 16, 18 However, to compare with other boundary layer anisotropy studies, we maintain one Reynolds number for both components as earlier defined. 
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To further explore the possible p dependence on Reynolds number, Fig. 7 shows 6 as a function of R for a number of experiments. Again, the anisotropy in 6 ͑or ͒ from this experiment are apparent with w exhibiting lower values ͑i.e., higher intermittency͒ than u. However, when combining all the data sets together, there are no apparent trends at the higher R range. It is conceivable that the scatter at the higher R range may, in fact, be due to contaminations from "external" intermittency, 11, 12 which is difficult to discern from published experimental conditions alone. For example, in Kuznetsov et al., 11 external intermittency was weakly correlated with R .
A number of other experiments did explore specifically the effects of anisotropy in p originating from surface roughness. The first experiment ͑hereafter referred to as PPR-03͒ was carried out by Poggi et al. 20 and showed that the effects of wall roughness on p ͑u͒ was minor consistent with the findings here as evidenced by Fig. 8 . While they reported larger departure from K41 for u, when compared to the pine forest and ice sheet u data here, the effects of their wall roughness remain minor. The departure from K41 scaling for p ͑w͒ for the ice sheet data appears larger than what was reported by PPR-03. The comparison with the Antonia and Krogstad experiments 19 ͑hereafter referred to as AK-01͒ also suggests remarkable agreement for p ͑u͒, but their p ͑w͒ were highly sensitive to wall roughness and dramatically diverged from K41 scaling ͑at least when compared to the most intermittent experiment here-w above the ice sheet͒. When compared to the experiments of Dhruva et al. 79 for 
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Katul, Porporato, and Poggi Phys. Fluids 21, 035106 ͑2009͒ very high R ͑hereafter referred to as DTS-97͒, the anisotropy they report is consistent with the anisotropy computed for the pine forest experiment ͓i.e., p ͑u͒ − p ͑w͔͒, but is much smaller than the anisotropy reported for the ice sheet.
Other wind tunnel studies 80 also reported strong anisotropy between the lateral and longitudinal p , with p ͑u͒ being larger than its lateral counterpart even for R ϳ 800-1000. When taken together, these experiments are suggestive that p ͑u͒ is the least intermittent component in terms of departures from K41, consistent with the results inferred here.
To further "synthesize" the literature data in relation to the two experiments here, the scaling coefficients a 1 and 1 2 a 2 are computed for all the literature data sets ͑and the data set here͒ using a similar procedure. As was earlier shown, p is connected to the scaling parameters of the cumulants via
so that by fitting a quadratic function to the reported literature p versus p permits us to empirically determine a 1 and a 2 and diagnose any relationship between them ͑if any͒. For the time series collected here, these two scaling coefficients can be inferred directly from the wavelet coefficients-but for consistency with published p , they are determined by fitting a second-order polynomial to the ESS-wavelet-based p . As earlier noted, exploring the relationship between a 1 and 1 2 a 2 may provide clues as to how anisotropy propagates across scales. In part, these clues may emerge because they do not require an estimate of the numerical value of some intermittency parameter. In the log-normal model ͑K62͒, when is constant, these two scaling parameters are related via where b = 1 for K62. Hence, if the log-normal scaling is appropriate, then the relationship between 1 2 a 2 and a 1 will maintain its linearity and the slope will be uniquely defined ͑as 1/3 and the intercept as Ϫ1/3͒. Also, if intermittency originating from inhomogeneities and boundary conditions remains persistent within the inertial subrange yet their effects can be truly "absorbed" by , the unique linearity between a 2 and a 1 should not be altered. It is conceivable that the negative slope is maintained ͑because the first two cumulants dominate the expansion͒, but the effects of such "contamination" is sufficiently large to impact the intercept b while maintaining the same slope ͑=1 / 3͒. The changes in b signals one of two effects: ͑1͒ that third-order cumulants are becoming increasingly significant that they cannot be easily absorbed by , or ͑2͒ boundary conditions are impacting b across experiments although not within a given experiment. With regards to the former, recall that the theorem by Marcienkiewicz requires that if third cumulants are significant, then all higher cumulants become finite. Figure 9 shows the relationship between a 1 and 1 2 a 2 for a large number of experiments, including all the data sets in Figs. 6-8, as well as many others ͑listed in the legend͒. In addition to these data, an exhaustive study was recently conducted on these two scaling parameters using the so-called multiresolution wavelet leader algorithm capable of accounting for any oscillating singularities. 26 The study demonstrated that in the absence of any inhomogeneity, c 1 = 0.37 and 0.5c 2 = −0.0125, which is roughly where the majority of runs reside for the homogeneous cases here and ͑interest-ingly͒ appears almost identical to the values derived for the ice sheet w data. Oscillating singularities become pronounced at small scales ͑Ͻ͒. Hence, when using velocity time series collected by sonic anemometry ͑as was done Fig. 6 , and the experiments reported here. Many of the data points were digitized by us from the original source.
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Roughness effects on fine-scale anisotropy Phys. Fluids 21, 035106 ͑2009͒ here͒, the instrument averaging path length generally exceeds and diminishes the advantages of the wavelet leader algorithm. While all runs exhibited a negative c 2 ͑consistent with the wavelet leader analysis far from boundaries in Lashermes et al. 26 ͒, the strongest negative correlations exist when a 1 Ն 0.35, but with decreasing a 1 , the relationship between these two parameters significantly diverges from K62 ͑i.e., when b =1͒. It is conceivable that fine-scale anisotropy does not alter the slope, only b ͑within the context of K62͒. For example, the family of lines with b = 1 decreasing to b = 0.6 is shown in Fig. 9 and can encompass much of the data. Moreover, it appears that some of the highly inhomogeneous cases, such as the PPR-03 experiments ͑near the boundary͒ tend to cluster around the lower line with b = 0.6. This decrease in b signals that at least third-order cumulants may be required. Two-term expansions need not suffice to explain the entire anomalous scaling, and a coefficient like may not be able to capture the entire boundary effects on intermittency buildup. This is a partial explanation as to why the scatter is so large in versus R for the higher R regimes in Fig. 7 . Moreover, runs with a 1 Ͻ 0.35 are generally runs collected near a boundary, where the injection mechanism or shear scale impact the scaling laws ͑as already alluded to in SO3 studies 22 ͒.
B. Roughness effects on the cascades of kinetic energy and its dissipation rate
While it is evident that anisotropy and surface roughness affect p and its building blocks ͑a 1 and a 2 ͒, how the local energy variability across scales is impacted is considered next. As earlier described, the determination of DЈ͑p͒ from the wavelet coefficients can be carried out by varying p in Eq. ͑35͒ and computing the regression slope ͕͑p −1͓͒DЈ͑p͒ −1͔͖ from double-log plots of ͗e v ͑x o , a͒ p ͗͘e v ͑x o , a͒͘ −p versus a / L I within the inertial subrange as illustrated in Fig. 10 . The singularity spectra f s Ј͑␣Ј͒ are then determined using numerical differentiation of the computed DЈ͑p͒ with respect to p, as earlier described. Figure 11 shows the wavelet-based singularity spectrum for u, w, and the phase-randomized series. The singularity spectra reported by Meneveau 34 for wake and boundary layer flows are shown for reference and include reported values for negative p ͑though they are ill-behaved͒. It is clear that the ice sheet singularity spectrum includes a wider range of exponents for w when compared to its u counterpart. Moreover, the singularity spectra for u are almost indistinguishable, again suggestive that roughness has minor effect on the singularities in local u energies. Interestingly, the singularity spectrum for w from the pine forest agrees surprisingly well with the two data sets in Meneveau. 34 The phase-randomized 
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Katul, Porporato, and Poggi Phys. Fluids 21, 035106 ͑2009͒ series exhibits a restricted spread in singularity exponents, as expected, thereby adding some confidence in their realism despite limited sample size. In summary, it appears that roughness effects influence w more than u ͑consistent with the p analysis͒, and smoothness "widens" the possible range of singularity exponents needed to describe the local energy. Figure 12 compares the generalized dimensions D p ͑used in the computations of the singularity spectra͒ as a function of p for u, w and the phase-randomized series. Recall that a defining syndrome for intermittency ͑in this case for the local energy of a velocity component around its scale-dependent mean value͒ is that D p varies in a nonlinear manner with p. From scaling analysis, Meneveau 34 also proposed a relationship between the dissipation and TKE generalized dimensions, given by
where Meneveau's wind tunnel data. 34 That is, the ice sheet w series intermittency does not exceed the laboratory dissipation intermittency but can exceed their u energy intermittency.
C. Roughness effects on common scalewise intermittency measures
To further explore the effects of roughness and anisotropy on the local velocity component energy variability, the local intermittency factor LIF was computed for all four time series along with the phase-randomized signal. The variation of the wavelet-based LIF with scale are shown in Fig. 13 . At large scales, the LIF for the phase-randomized series and all four series are comparable. However, as the scale decreases, the LIF increases near exponentially. What should be noted here is that there are no large differences in LIF between the four series, suggestive that the variance in energy ͑around its local mean͒ is not as sensitive to anisotropy and roughness ͑when compared to dissipation-based measures͒. Likewise, when the wavelet-based flatness factor is computed, its scalewise evolution exhibits trends reported for a number of laboratory studies as shown in Fig. 14 . The wavelet coefficients appear near-Gaussian at large scales ͓F͑r͒ =3͔, and increasingly non-Gaussian ͑fat tailed͒ with decreasing scale except for the phase-randomized series in agreement with previous studies. 59 In Fig. 14 , the wavelet flatness factor data sets from Meneveau 34 
where q e 2 is, as before, the turbulent kinetic energy with u 2 ϳ q e 2 / 3 for isotropic turbulence. In a conservative cascade,
Also, this scaling leads to L I / ϳ͑q e ͒ / ϳ R . Hence, by normalizing the wavenumbers k x by R t , or alternatively, by k x ͑R ͒ 2 , the data sets for flatness factors reasonably collapse within the inertial subrange.
Predictions from Eq. ͑17͒ with a 2 = −0.025 ͑Ref. 26͒ is also shown, which captures the essential scaling law reasonably well for inertial subrange scales. Hence, this analysis again confirms previous theoretical findings that bulk Reynolds number effects ͑via R t ͒ can impact the inertial sub- 
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Roughness effects on fine-scale anisotropy Phys. Fluids 21, 035106 ͑2009͒ range scaling. Moreover this scaling is consistent with the Reynolds number scaling proposed elsewhere 24 when matching the inertial subrange to the far dissipation range. It should be emphasized that the precise collapse of the data ͑via R t ͒ is difficult to test here because the integral length scales for these studies were only order of magnitude estimates derived by us.
Given the OWT framework employed here, it is worthwhile recalling an observation made in the original work of Mallat 83 on their distributional properties. Mallat noted that the scalewise distribution of wavelet coefficients appear similar for a variety of signals and images. Typically, their empirical distributions are symmetric with a sharp peak at zero. Guided by this opulent evidence, Mallat 83 proposed modeling a "typical" wavelet coefficient by an exponential power-law family of distributions ͓see Eq. ͑4͔͒, EPD͑␥ , m͒, having the following probability density function:
where ␥ is a scale parameter, m is the shape ͑or stretching͒ parameter, and K is a normalizing constant. In the context of wavelet modeling, this approach is often referred to as Mallat's model and reduces to Gaussian for m = 2, to double exponential for m = 1 and trivially to uniform for m = 0. Next, we investigate how roughness and anisotropy affect the stretching exponent m, after having shown the suitability of EPD͑␥ , m͒ to describe the distributional properties of the wavelet coefficients at various scales. Figure 15 shows the distributional properties of the wavelet coefficients with decreasing scales for the u and w and for the two roughness conditions. The phase-randomized distributional properties of u for the pine forest are shown as reference. It is clear that as the scale decreases, the tails become heavier than Gaussian for all series irrespective of the surface roughness conditions, and appear to be well described by the stretched exponential ͑provided m is allowed to vary in scale͒ except at the finest scale for the w above the ice sheet. Given the limited sample size of this experiment, how reasonable are the estimates of m when compared to other atmospheric surface layer ͑ASL͒ experiments is considered next. In Kailasnath et al., 41 m values were reported above an agricultural crop and urban canopy as a function of r / L I using hot-wire anemometry and a much larger sample size ͑two orders of magnitude more in number of samples analyzed͒. The scalewise stretching exponent comparisons with this data set are shown in Fig. 16 . The agreements between the wavelet-based estimates of m here and the reported values in the experiments of Kailasnath et al. 41 again lend confidence to the wavelet-based m estimates here. As expected, the m for the experiments here varied from about 2 ͑i.e., Gaussian͒ for scales commensurate with L I to nearly unity ͑over two decades of wavenumber increases͒, in agreement with Kailasnath et al. 41 The experiment of Kailasnath et al. 41 suggests that m decreases further in the viscous range, saturating at about 0.5. Next, a comparison between the m values reported here, the phase-randomized series, and the reported m values from the helium rotating disk experiments of Tabeling et al. 43 are also shown in Fig. 17 . Similar to the experiments of Kailasnath et al., 41 the Tabeling 
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The effects of surface roughness on p ͑u͒, p ͑w͒, and various measures of fine-scale intermittency within the inertial subrange were analyzed using two data sets that span the roughness "extremes" encountered in atmospheric flows: an ice sheet and a tall rough forest. Two runs, collected for near-neutral atmospheric stability and low squared turbulent intensity conditions yet having similar Taylor microscale Reynolds numbers, were analyzed. It was demonstrated that ͑1͒ p ͑u͒ Ͼ p ͑w͒ irrespective of the surface roughness consistent with previous laboratory experiments. Moreover, p ͑u͒ appeared much less sensitive to surface roughness changes when compared to p ͑w͒, and appeared to be less intermittent when compared to some benchmark laboratory experiments. Because inactive eddies contribute to u 2 while smaller-sized attached eddies contribute to the w 2 , the turbulent Reynolds number was one order of magnitude smaller for w when compared to u. This large difference in the energy injection mechanism partly explains why p ͑u͒ appears less intermittent and less impacted by surface roughness when compared to p ͑w͒. Note that the anisotropy in these experiments is introduced by the anisotropy in the length scales of energy injection mechanism ͑vis-a-vis u / w used in other studies͒. ͑2͒ The scatter in the log-normal model intermittency exponent at high R may be linked to external intermittency effects already explored elsewhere. 11 External intermittency here implies external flow conditions or energy injection mechanisms impact the anomalous scaling exponents of p ͑as already alluded to in SO3 studies͒. From 6 , the experiments here reported variations in from 0.1 ͑for u͒ to 0.28 ͑for w͒ even for very high R . Here, w is clearly being impacted by boundary conditions ͑i.e., surface roughness͒ while u is not and is thus more susceptible to contamination from external intermittency. Also, it was shown that such "external" intermittency may require higher-order cumulants that cannot be captured by a single intermittency parameter ͑e.g., in the log-normal model͒. Again, this contrasts high R experiments far from boundaries that suggest a single parameter ͑e.g., ͒ is sufficient to capture the anomalous scaling in the absence of such external effects.
26
͑3͒ The consequence of this external intermittency ͑surface roughness induced here͒ is that the singularity spectra of the exponents are much broader for w when compared u in the context of the multifractal formalism applied to the local energy ͑instead of the usual conservative cascade studies for the dissipation rate͒. ͑4͒ The effects of Reynolds number R t = ϫ L I / on the scalewise flatness factor and stretching exponents were also demonstrated when comparing the present experiments to a number of laboratory and atmospheric flow experiments. It was shown that this Reynolds number is comparable to ͑L I / ͒ 2 .
These conclusions were derived using the OWT, which provided robust estimates of such scalewise varying quantities even for limited data sets ͑as is the case here with only 2 17 data points͒. This methodological finding may have broader implications to understanding the structure of turbulence at fine scales ͑including scalars͒ because of the availability of a large yet underutilized data bank of similar measurements provided by the FLUXNET ͑Ref. 84͒ over a wide range of terrestrial biomes with different canopy morphologies and surface roughnesses, different scalar sources and sinks at the surface ͑including heat, water vapor, and carbon dioxide͒, and atmospheric stability conditions ͑known to impact the energy injection mechanism for different velocity components 10 ͒. The OWT approach proposed here is ideal for analyzing such series within the context of external intermittency, energy injection effects, anisotropy, and fine-scale turbulence. It is envisaged that with such robust analyzing tools, the wealth of field experiments from FLUXNET can provide a new look at possible emergence of universal or quasiuniversal theories for turbulence within the inertial subrange at very high Reynolds number 1,2 ͑and how boundary conditions may modify them, especially for the scalar fields͒.
